“THERE’S MORE TO TEACHING THAN JUST DISPENSING CURRICULUM”

ADMISSIONS OPEN
SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL (GRADE 11)
COMMERCe | SCIENCE | HUMANITIES

for the Academic Year 2022-2023
(CBSE Affiliation Number: 1130835)

At PICT, we make our learners competition-ready for a changing globalised world.

Varied Subject Options Across Streams

SUBJECT ENRICHMENT PROGRAM THROUGH

VMC Vidyamandir Classes | Career Launcher

JEE | NEET | CLAT
FOR A CAREER AFTER 12TH

BECOME A PICT LEARNER!

Read our blog series 'There's More To It' and explore various career options.

Know More
www.PICTModelSchool.com

9075094206 9175368650

@PICTModelSchool
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